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We are developing field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) with a new non-volatile switch called via-switch. In via-switch FPGAs (VS-FPGAs), the
via-switches required for reconfiguration are placed in the routing layer so that the entire transistor layer can be utilized for computing, and higher
implementation density can be achieved compared to conventional SRAM FPGAs. Furthermore, since arithmetic units and memories for
computing can be placed under the via-switch crossbar for routing, large-scale parallel operations can be realized where the memory and the
arithmetic unit are adjacent to each other. These features enable operation with high energy efficiency. This article reports 65 nm prototype
fabrication results and predicted the performance of the VS-FPGA designed for AI applications. We also present the developed application
mapping flow and crossbar programming method. The VS-FPGA closes the gap between FPGA and application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC)
with the performance advantage of the via-switch and via-switch copy scheme for FPGA-to-ASIC migration, contributing to the expansion of the
FPGA usage. © 2022 The Author(s). Published on behalf of The Japan Society of Applied Physics by IOP Publishing Ltd

1. Introduction

Expectations for reconfigurable circuits, such as FPGAs, are
increasing due to the rising cost of ASIC development.
Figure 1 compares FPGA and ASIC in terms of five aspects;
time to market, energy efficiency, performance, unit cost, and
non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost. FPGA is superior in
terms of short time to market and low NRE cost. FPGAs are a
suitable platform for implementing up-to-date machine
learning algorithms and state-of-the-art AI applications,
including inference engines in embedded systems and
training accelerators in cloud systems. However, ASIC is
better in energy efficiency, performance and unit cost. Due to
the large number of switch circuits on FPGAs that switch
wiring connections to achieve reconfiguration, signal delay,
power consumption, and circuit area are large.1,2) An online
database3) compares the energy efficiency of neural network
(NN) accelerators reported in the literature. It shows that the
gap in energy efficiency between FPGA and ASIC is more
than 10×. This large gap limits the FPGA usage.
We are developing an FPGA that replaces SRAM-based

switches, which are the performance bottleneck of conventional
FPGAs, with via-switches, a type of non-volatile nano-scale
switch. Figure 2 highlights the feature of via-switch FPGA (VS-
FPGA). In the conventional SRAM FPGA, SRAM cell and
switch are used for providing programmability, and they
consume most of the chip area. On the other hand, in the VS-
FPGA, programmability is attained by the via-switch, which
locates in back-end-of-line (BEOL) interconnect layers. This

switch is non-volatile, and then one via-switch has both
functions of memory and switch. Therefore, the VS-FPGA
does not spend silicon area for programmability. The entire
silicon area can be used for computing as logic and memory.
This article summarizes the current status of VS-FPGA devel-
opment and reports the expected performance improvement.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2

explains the structure and features of via-switch, and Sect. 3
demonstrates the advantage of the VS-FPGA with a proto-
type chip fabricated in a 65 nm process. Section 4 discusses
the FPGA architecture suitable for via-switch and AI
applications. Application mapping flow and via-switch
crossbar programming are described in Sects. 5 and 6,
respectively. Section 7 introduces via-switch copy scheme
that reduces the cost of mass fabrication, and finally Sect. 8
concludes the discussion.

2. Via-switch

A via-switch is a stacked device consisting of non-volatile
atom switches with a high on-off ratio and varistors for
selection and can be integrated into a wiring layer with a
small footprint.4) Figure 3 shows the via-switch whose
varistor is composed of a-Si/SiNx/a-Si.

5,6) The atom switch
has a structure in which a solid electrolyte is sandwiched
between copper and ruthenium electrodes, and the formation
and disappearance of cross-links by copper ions can be
reversibly repeated by applying a voltage between the
electrodes.7) See (Ref. 6) for the details of the via-switch
device structure and characteristics.
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The via-switch is a device in which a varistor is connected
to the control terminal of a complementary atom switch
(CAS) consisting of two-atom switches (right figure of
Fig. 4). Here, two atom switches are connected in series
for achieving high reliability,8) and two varistors are
introduced for achieving multiple fanouts in the
crossbar.4,9) The right figure depicts the programming of
the lower atom switch. To provide current, we give a high
voltage to the vertical signal line in red and a ground voltage
to the horizontal control line in blue. We program two-atom
switches sequentially. The programming sequence will be
discussed in Sect. 6.

3. Prototype chip demonstration

To demonstrate the feasibility of VS-FPGA and potential
performance improvement, a small-scale VS-FPGA is
fabricated.10–12) Figure 5 shows the die photo of the fabricated
chip and the interconnect structure. The via-switches are
located between M4 and M5 layers. The FEOL and M1 to
M4 metal layers are processed in a commercial 65 nm CMOS
process, and the via-switch, and M5 to M7 metals are
processed by ourselves. The footprint of the via-switch is
8 × 6 F2, where F is the minimum unit defined by technology.
If we use four metal layers for via-switch, it can be reduced 18
F2.9) The fabricated FPGA consists of 6 × 6 logic cells, and
each logic cell is configured with a basic logic element
consisting of two sets of 4-input lookup tables (LUTs) and a
D flip-flop. In the logic cells, via-switches are used for the

crossbar for signal routing and the memory of the LUTs, as
illustrated in the left figure of Fig. 4.
Figure 6 shows the area compared with the previously

designed SRAM FPGA,13) demonstrating that the same
functionality can be achieved with only 8.3% of the area
compared to the SRAM FPGA. References 11,12 also show
the performance comparison between VS-FPGA and atom-
switch FPGA (AS-FPGA), where the AS-FPGA uses two-
atom switches and one access transistor for each cross point
in the crossbar.13) The measurement results show that the VS-
FPGA has 51% to 58% less energy-delay product than AS-
FPGA. Note that the AS-FPGA has 60% less active power
and 3x faster operation compared with the SRAM FPGA.14)

It should be noted that Refs. 15–18 introduced RRAM as
not only configuration memory but also programmable
switches for signal transmission and estimated the perfor-
mance improvement. However, their silicon chip implemen-
tations have not been presented.

4. FPGA architecture exploration

This Sect. discusses the architecture dedicated to VS-FPGA
and its extension to AI applications.
4.1. Baseline structure
VS-FPGAs have a structure of CLBs (Configurable Logic
Blocks) as shown in the left figure of Fig. 4, and each CLB
consists of a crossbar circuit and a logic block with via-
switches at the intersections of vertical and horizontal wires.
Each CLB consists of a crossbar circuit and logic blocks with
via-switches placed at the intersections of vertical and
horizontal wires.9) This baseline structure originates from the
AS-FPGA.13) On the other hand, in the VS-FPGA, the
transistor area under the crossbar can be fully used for
computing, whereas many access transistors exist under the
crossbar in the AS-FPGA. Therefore, the VS-FPGA can
accommodate SRAM and arithmetic units in addition to
LUTs for implementing memories, combinational circuits,
and sequential circuits.
We also explored a highly dense reconfigurable architec-

ture that uses via-switch for crossbar implementation. We
devised a bidirectional interconnect structure that can exploit
the small footprint and low resistivity of via-switch.9) As the
interconnect length becomes shorter compared with SRAM
FPGA, the number of required repeaters is small, and hence
the bidirectional interconnect becomes possible. Reference 9

Fig. 1. (Color online) Conventional FPGA versus ASIC.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Overview of VS-FPGA. © [2020] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from (Ref. 10).
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also presents a structure that enables selective repeater
insertion for long wires.
4.2. Extension to AI applications
AI applications often rely on NN computation. Meanwhile, NN
computation is computation-intensive, and hence developing
hardware dedicated for NN computation is widely studied.
Besides, four issues should be considered in the hardware
design. The first issue is that novel network structures are
released very frequently, and designers need to catch up with
those in a short time. The second issue is that large memory is
necessary for network information, and then many memory-

saving algorithms are under development. Thirdly, tremendous
multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations are necessary, and hence
massive parallel computation is indispensable. Fourth, huge
memory accesses are necessary to read input data and store
output data, limiting parallel memory access and consequent
parallel computation. The first and second issues can be
mitigated by using FPGA as the design platform since FPGA
enables a shorter design and delivery time. The FPGA archi-
tecture should resolve the remaining third and fourth issues.
Assuming an application that requires large-scale paralle-

lization of product-or-accumulate operations such as

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. (Color online) Via-switch. (a) a cross-sectional illustration of via-switch, (b) SEM images, and (c) TEM image of fabricated via-switch. © [2016]
IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from (Ref. 5).

Fig. 4. (Color online) Via-switch crossbar structure.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Die micrograph, TEM images, and specification of VS-FPGA. © [2020] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from (Ref. 10).
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convolutional NN (CNN), we take a strategy that tiles
arithmetic logic and SRAM uniformly, as shown Fig. 7.
The weights in the NN are provided from the adjacent
SRAMs to the arithmetic logic. Also, local data tracks
facilitate systolic array organization. With this strategy, we
can enable near-memory massively parallel computing.
To quantitatively predict the performance in the next

subsection, we designed an FPGA architecture that exploits
via-switch crossbars for AI applications, which is depicted in
Fig. 8.10) There are two types of CLB, which are SRAM_CLB
and Arith_CLB, and they are uniformly tiled for achieving
local data movement between memories and arithmetic units,
as suggested in Fig. 7. Via-switch consumes no front end of the
line (FEOL), and hence SRAM and arithmetic circuits are
packed under crossbars. To balance the BEOL crossbar area
and FEOL arithmetic circuit area, two Arith_CLBs contain one
arithmetic circuit block. For efficient systolic array implemen-
tation, a local data track between adjacent Arith_CLBs is
equipped in the FEOL layer. These features eliminate long-
distance communication and enable near-memory computing
for higher energy efficiency and smaller latency. LUT is mainly
responsible for finite-state machine implementation. In addition
to popular arithmetic operations, such as MAC, in AI applica-
tions, word-size multiplexers (MUXes) can be implemented in
Arith_CLB, which reduces LUT usage and improves compat-
ibility with high-level synthesis, which will be discussed in
Sect. 5. We implemented the SRAM_CLB and Arith_CLB
with Verilog and laid them out with commercial physical
synthesis flow using several custom cells in 65 nm technology.
4.3. Performance prediction
Figure 9 shows the estimated performance, where the x-axis
is the computation density defined as the number of

operations per second per area, and the y-axis is the energy
efficiency. For comparison, we also implemented multi-
plexer-based SRAM_CLB and Arith_CLB composing a
MUX-FPGA. Both the axes are normalized by those of the
MUX-FPGA in the 65 nm process. See (Refs. 9,10,19) for
the circuit modeling and performance estimation. We can see
the VS-FPGA in 65 nm attains 5× energy efficiency
improvement and 29× computation density improvement
compared with the 65 nm MUX-FPGA. When scaling to
28 nm, the energy efficiency and density improve further. In
7 nm,20) an additional 11× energy efficiency improvement
and 54× density improvement are expected. The VS-FPGA
can improve the performance as the technology node
advances.

5. Application mapping flow

We have developed an automated application mapping flow
in Fig. 10 for the above-mentioned architecture, which takes
C/C++ as input and realizes the application through
behavioral synthesis (CyberWorkBench (CWB)21)), logic
synthesis (ABC22)), and place and route. We have developed
a small-area LUT that selects signals from A and not-A in
addition to 0, and 1 using the via-switch feature,9) and
developed a delay-optimized mapping method for the
LUT.23) Furthermore, we developed a method for proper
placement of blocks with different granularity, namely,
arithmetic operators and LUTs.24) We have also studied a
placement method that takes into account the carry signal
between arithmetic units25) and a routing delay analysis
method suitable for VS-FPGAs.26)

Using the above design flow, we evaluated the effect of
area reduction by bidirectional wiring, targeting imaging
applications, and found that the area could be reduced by up
to 21.7% by reducing the number of required wiring tracks.9)

One of the significant differences between VS-FPGAs and
existing SRAM FPGAs is that the number of ABs (arithmetic
blocks) is relatively larger than that of LBs (logic blocks). To
efficiently utilize the computing resources on VS-FPGAs, it
is necessary to use AB for control circuits such as MUXes
and counter circuits, which were conventionally implemented
using LBs. Furthermore, when MUXes are implemented with
many LBs, wiring with a large fan-out is generated, resulting
in a signal delay increase. We have developed an algorithm to
extract elemental circuits that contribute significantly to the
reduction of the number of CLBs and fan-outs by mapping
them to ABs.27) Technology mapping using the proposed
algorithm on benchmark circuits such as tensor multiplication
circuits and FFTs for machine learning shows that the
number of CLBs can be reduced by 30% to 50%. At the
same time, the maximum number of fan-outs can be reduced
by 12% to 87%.

6. Via-switch programming

VS-FPGAs use a crossbar circuit with via-switches at the
intersections of vertical and horizontal signal wires to switch
wiring connections. In this structure, a shared signal wiring is
used for programming the switches.
Figure 11 shows the programming procedure for via-

switches. In each step, one atom switch is rewritten to the
ON state. A pair of intersecting signal and control lines are
used to rewrite the switch, and the rewriting driver gives high

Fig. 6. (Color online) Area comparison between SRAM FPGA and
VS-FPGA.

Fig. 7. (Color online) Strategy for near-memory computing. SRAMs and
arithmetic units are tiled uniformly for enabling local weight supply and
systolic array organization.
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potential to the signal line and low potential to the control
line. Steps (1) and (2) show that the two atom switches that
compose the lower-left via-switch can be turned on correctly.
Subsequent steps (3) and (4) program the upper-left via-
switch to the ON state. However, the programming of the
lower-right via-switch in the next step (5) cannot be
performed correctly. This is because the programming signal
is routed to the upper-right through the lower-left and upper-
left via-switches that are already in the ON state, and the

Fig. 8. (Color online) VS-FPGA architecture for AI applications.

Fig. 9. (Color online) Comparison of computation density and energy
efficiency between 65 nm MUX-FPGA, 65 nm VS-FPGA, 28 nm VS-FPGA,
and 7 nm VS-FPGA. © [2020] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
(Ref. 10).

Fig. 10. (Color online) Developed application mapping flow for
VS-FPGA. © [2018] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from (Ref. 9).

Fig. 11. (Color online) Via-switch crossbar programming and sneak-path
problem. © [2018] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from (Ref. 28).
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voltage is applied to the unintended atom switch. This
phenomenon of rewriting a switch other than the targeted
one due to the detour of the programming signal is called the
sneak-path problem.
Conventionally, the sneak-path problem was avoided by a

constraint that allowed multiple switches to be turned on only
in either the vertical or horizontal direction.9) In other words,
the sneak-path problem was avoided at the expense of wiring
flexibility. Later, a detailed analysis of the conditions under
which the sneak-path problem occurs proved that there exists
a programming order of via-switches that avoids the sneak-
path problem for any configuration without loops.28) We
have also proposed a partial reconfiguration method that
achieves the minimum number of switch programming steps
while avoiding the sneak-path problem.29) This method
contributes to extending the via-switch lifetime and fast
reconfiguring of the VS-FPGA.

7. Discussion

As discussed in Sects. 2–4, the VS-FPGA improves the
performance and energy efficiency. We here discuss the
remaining weak point in Fig. 1; the unit cost.
We have proposed a VS-copy scheme to overcome the unit

cost issue that commonly applies to FPGA. This VS-copy
scheme enables rapid and low-cost migration from VS-FPGA
to ASIC for applications that have been verified with VS-
FPGAs. Figure 12 illustrates the scheme that ON via-
switches are replaced with regular metal vias, and all the
masks except for the V4 layer are the same as those in the
VS-FPGA, which enables low-cost ASIC conversion. We
confirmed that the chip manufactured by replacing the hard
vias works as expected.
Figure 13 shows a comparison between the VS-FPGA and

the ASIC. Traditionally, FPGAs were inferior to ASICs in
terms of energy efficiency, performance, and chip cost, as
discussed in Sect. 1. However, the via-switch brings energy
efficiency and performance closer to ASICs, and the VS copy
scheme improves chip cost. Thus, the VS-FPGA closes the
gap between FPGA and ASIC, which is expected to enhance
FPGA-based computing in quality and quantity.

8. Conclusion

This article has introduced the VS-FPGA under development
and reported the status of our development to date. The high

energy efficiency of FPGAs is a demand of society, and VS-
FPGAs can be the best design platform that quickly supports
the latest AI algorithms and provides high energy efficient
execution. Moreover, dedicated datapaths can be imple-
mented according to the required performance to achieve
computational acceleration with minimal overhead.
VS-FPGAs are also highly compatible with intermittent

sensor operation using the non-volatility of via-switches and
have a wide range of applications from the cloud to the edge
and terminals. The combination of advanced CMOS tech-
nology and via-switches is promising and will be a funda-
mental underlying technology to support computing in
decades.
The urgent future work is to fabricate the FPGA archi-

tecture for AI applications, evaluate its operation in actual
devices and reveal its superiority to conventional FPGAs.
Mid-term future work includes improving the varistor per-
formance since its on-current limits the on-resistance of the
via-switch, and its off-current determines the leakage power.
One promising direction is to apply chalcogenide material to
the varistor formation.30) Another important future work is to
develop a test methodology for VS-FPGA shipment.
Preliminary work is presented in references,31,32) but its
application to fabricated chips is kept as future work.
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Fig. 12. (Color online) VS copy scheme for low-cost migration from VS-FPGA to ASIC.

Fig. 13. (Color online) VS-FPGA versus ASIC.
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